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The Plane

Reviewed Sound
- /igh/ - Long vowel - i
New Words
- high, tie, plane
Review Words
- kite, fly, sky, my
Plot Summary
Mat and Nat are selling fig jam when they spot Sam
flying his plane. Sam takes Mat for a ride. Mat decides
to tie his banner to the plane to advertise his fig jam.
The banner gets tangled up with Max’s kite in the air
and ruins the kite. Mat apologizes to Max by giving
him all his fig jam.
Story Questions (Comprehension)
1. page 4: Where does Sam land his plane?
2. page 6: What does Mat wear to fly?
3. page 10: What does Mat take onto the plane?
4. page 11: What happens to Max’s kite?
5. page 14: How does Mat show he is sorry for 		
breaking Max’s kite?

Each new word throughout the program is repeated at
least five times in the book in which it first appears and
five more times in the next ten books.
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“What is that, high in the sky?
Is it Nan? She can fly high.”

“No, it is not Nan.
Nan is in that tree.”
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“It’s Sam. Sam is in his plane.
Sam can fly very high in his plane.”

Sam sets his plane on the sand.
Then they all run to see Sam.
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“Can I go in Sam’s plane?
I wish to fly high in the sky with Sam.”
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“Mat needs to tie this under his chin.
He needs this hat to fly in my plane.”
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“Check Sam and Mat in the plane.
They fly high in the sky.”

“What is that in the sky?
It is as high as the plane.”
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“That is Max’s kite.
His kite cannot fly as high as my plane.”
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“I let it fly in the sky,” says Mat.
“Mat, do not tie that on the plane!”
Says Sam.
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“No! I let it tie up with the kite!”

“We need to go back.
The kite is a mess.”
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“Why did Mat tie that on the plane?
My kite is a mess,” says Max.
“It was bad to tie it on the plane,”
says Sam.
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“I am sad that the kite is a mess.
Max can get all my fig jam.”
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